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1) ‘Thousands of tired, nerve-shaken, over-civilised people are beginning to find that going to the 
mountains is going home; that wildness is a necessity; and that mountain parks and reservations 
are useful not only as fountains of timber and irrigating rivers, but as fountains of life. Awakening 
from the stupefying effects of the vice of over-industry and the deadly apathy of luxury, they are 
trying as best they can to mix and enrich their own little ongoings with those of Nature…’ 
John Muir, ‘The Wild Parks and Forests of the West’ Nature Writings ed. William Cronon. Library 
of America: 1997. pp.721-743: p.721 
 
2) ‘O there is blessing in this gentle breeze, 
A visitant that while it fans my cheek 
Doth seem half-conscious of the joy it brings 
From the green fields, and from yon azure sky. 
Whate'er its mission, the soft breeze can come 
To none more grateful than to me; escaped 
From the vast city, where I long had pined 
A discontented sojourner: now free, 
Free as a bird to settle where I will.’ William Wordsworth, The Prelude, Book 1. 1850.  
 
3) ‘…the more I gaze at that sure and unremitting surge of water at the very top of the mountain, 
the more I am baffled. We make it all so easy, any child in school can understand it—water rises 
in the hills, it flows and finds its own level, and man can’t live without it. But I don’t understand 
it. I cannot fathom its power. I only know that man can’t live without it. He must see it and hear 
it, touch it and taste it, and, no, not smell it, if he is to be in health.’  
Nan Shepherd, The Living Mountain. Aberdeen: Aberdeen University Press, 1977. p.26 

 
4) ‘surely i am able to write poems  
celebrating grass and how the blue  
in the sky can flow green or red  
and the waters lean against the  
chesapeake shore like a familiar 
poems about nature and landscape  
surely  but whenever i begin  
“the trees wave their knotted branches  
and…”  why  
is there under that poem  
always an other poem?’  
Lucille Clifton, from Mercy. Rochester: BOA Editions, 2004 

 
 
5) Ingrid Pollard, from ‘Pastoral Interludes’ (1987) in 
Postcards Home. London: Autograph, 2004.  
‘Nothing about the scene is really ‘natural.’ It’s as 
manufactured and deliberate as the assumptions and 
stereotypes about black people.’ (p.18) 
 
 ‘…it’s as if the Black experience is only lived within an 
urban environment. I thought I liked the Lake District 
where I wandered lonely as a Black face in a sea of 
white. A visit to the countryside is always accompanied 
by a feeling of unease, dread…’ (p.23) 
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